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VALINOS
CARE YOUR WAY



Only one pair is as unique as you are. Design your own!

Choose 
a model

Create 
a colourway

Scan 
feet

Custom-made 
to order

Enjoy!Select 
materials



Enjoy!



When we’re asked what we do all day long at VALINOS, we answer quite honestly and say that we always put our best foot 
forward. We are proud of what we do because we understand that feet have a lot to do with how good we feel. And that in 
turn has a lot to do with how well the shoe fi ts. Therefore, because every foot is diff erent – in fact unique – we make footwear 
that fi ts everyone perfectly all the time. How do we do it? By carefully measuring your feet and then custom-making foot-
wear to order – just for you. Made-to-measure, so to speak. To do this, we draw on our years of pedorthic experience and 
also make use of a pretty clever bit technology we developed... This is where the high-tech part comes in! To be more pre-
cise, we use special design software and the most state-of-the-art CNC milling technology. There is then also lots and lots 

of manual labour and of course the fi nest materials. 

Now, of course, you may well say: “Well that’s not rocket science, other manufactures do exactly the same”. Hmm, that’s true 
of course, but there is a signifi cant diff erence... We know our customers very well and we understand that they feel much 
more comfortable when their shoes both fi t well and look good. And that’s what our customers love about our footwear.

 To put it simply: Great comfort. Great look. Great mood.

At VALINOS there are over 35 million ways to create your very own personal pair of shoes by choosing from our various models, 
colours and materials. And not only that, but at VALINOS every pair is specially made to fi t your feet and is custom-made to order. 

Design your own!

Dear Readers,

VALINOS.YOU
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VALINOS
CARE YOUR WAY

Choose 
a model

Create 
a colourway

Scan 
feet

Custom-made 
to order

Enjoy!Select 
materials

Only one pair is as unique as you are. Design your own!
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Custom-made to order

Choose a model
Footbed shape • Cushioning type • Footbed design

HOW IT WORKS:

Enjoy!

Select colours and materials

Scan feet

valinos.you
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MODEL SELECTION

VALINOS are tailored-made sandals that are uniquely created for your feet and your needs. So that you can enjoy our 100% 
made-to-measure comfort, we adapt the footbed so that both its contours and its external measurements  
fit your foot perfectly. You can choose the width based on the VALINOS shape or the new HALLUX shape.  

Both are fully tailored to the unique shape of your foot.

FOOTBED SHAPES

HALLUX

Special Shapes
Most VALINOS models can also be ordered in special sizes.  

This makes it possible for us to cater to each foot even more personally. 

Our HALLUX model is specially adapted to the needs of people suffering from hallux valgus. The forefoot area is narrower  
and we give the necessary consideration to making corrections to ensure comfortable walking.

VALINOS Narrow
Narrow fit

VALINOS
Regular fit 

VALINOS Wide
Wide fit

HALLUX Narrow
Narrow fit

HALLUX
Regular fit

HALLUX Wide
Wide fit

Beach Fit Sandals Clogs Trail
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FOOTBED DESIGN
BEACH • FIT • SANDALS • TRAIL

Our BASIC model consists of cushioning material and comprises a footbed, strap and 
an outsole. Additionally, you can customise your VALINOS by choosing from the following 

styling options. 

BASIC

STYLING OPTIONS

Two diff erent cushioning materials:
Footbed and coloured roundROUND

Two diff erent cushioning materials:
Footbed and coloured lineLINE

Cushioning and coloured midsole:
Greater stability and better shock absorption

or

or

or

Cushioning type that allows for the 
position of the toes. Signifi cantly relieves pressure 

and includes your own footprint in a diff erent colour.
CONTOUR

Leather or felt coverings:
Sweat-absorbing or warming eff ect 

depending on type
COVERING

MIDSOLE

valinos.you
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CUSHIONING TYPES

RELAX

For the VALINOS SOFT BED, the entire sole of the footbed is filled with soft cushioning material for a comfortable tread. We are 
now able to adapt very soft footbeds to the unique requirements of the wearer.  

Particularly suitable for rheumatism sufferers and diabetics who can wear open shoes.

FITNESS
Available for the models Beach, Fit, Sandals and Trail

SOFT BED
Available for the models Beach, Fit, Sandals and Trail

OPTIONAL  
(CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH LINE/ROUND/CONTOUR/HALLUX)

Our standard footbed FITNESS is characterised by a gentle roll-off in the forefoot and heel area. 
This leads to a comfortable walking movement and a great sense of well-being with every step.

Give your VALINOS the ideal configuration with our unique RELAX footbed for carefree walking with  
maximum pressure relief. This configuration is particularly suitable for customers with toe joint problems or who put excessive 

pressure on their forefoot.
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COLOURS 
MATERIALS

When it comes to our VALINOS, we place a lot of value on quality. This includes individuality, 
accuracy of fi t and, of course, the materials used. We only use quality-controlled, certifi ed 

raw materials.

It’s the only way we can be sure that the quality of our VALINOS is spot on in every respect.

Create your own uniquely styled pair of VALINOS with 
over 35 million possible variations to choose from. 

Only one pair is as unique as you are. Design your own!

valinos.you
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SCAN FEET

FIND A VALINOS PARTNER near you at: www.valinos.de/en

Every pair of VALINOS is custom made using the measurements of your feet. Your data is processed  
by our special design software and evaluated by our qualified expert staff. The shoes are then created  

on state-of-the-art CNC milling machines and are handmade made just for you.

We make sure your VALINOS are perfectly 
made to �t the shape of your feet.  
Custom-made and uniquely yours.
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Your unique VALINOS are  
carefully made by hand 
in our workshop.

CUSTOM-MADE TO ORDER
VALINOS are the result of years of practical experience in pedorthics.  

The footbed of your VALINOS is made to meet your unique requirements  
taking pedorthic aspects into consideration. Our knowledge of the latest manufacturing technologies  

is an added benefit when it comes to making your VALINOS. 

Thanks to our practical experience in orthopaedics and our manufacturing expertise,  
your VALINOS are specially made for you as a high-tech product.

valinos.you
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Dhoores

If you suff er from hallux valgus, we have a solution for you!

Specially designed for people with severe hallux valgus deformities, this footbed shape 
is the basis for the unique design of the footbed. The footbed shape is more accommodating and adapts 

better to the shape of your foot if you suff er from hallux valgus.

Narrower forefoot zone
for a more comfortable fi t

Optimal fi t
thanks to individually adjusted straps

Tailor-made footbed 
with orthopaedic correction 
for typical hallux valgus deformities

Footbed shape
can be ordered for almost all 
models in the VALINOS range

FOOTBED SHAPE 
HALLUX

BEACH · FIT · SANDALS · TRAIL

14
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EXQUISITE

Kudafares

Maafunafaru

Gan

valinos.you
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Maja

CUSHIONING TYPES 
RELAX

Like walking on air

This midfoot rocker is particularly suitable for anyone with toe joint problems
or who put excessive pressure on their forefoot.

The midfoot rocker is always either black or white
and the colour of the outsole is made to match.

Cushioning types 
can be ordered for almost all 
models in the VALINOS range

Sole rolling characteristics
the construction of the sole allows for 
carefree walking with maximum pressure relief.

Tailor-made footbed 
with orthopaedic correction for the 
highest comfort and the best eff ect

16
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Dhiggaru

Oeno

Mitiaro

valinos.you
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Our Premium configuration is available for the BEACH, FIT and SANDALS collections.

With this configuration, a MIDSOLE in a colour of your choice is incorporated  
in addition to the LINE /ROUND/COVERING. This gives your VALINOS a brand-new look with  

even better comfort as the midsole provides more stability and shock absorption.

Anholt

FOOTBED DESIGN
BEACH • FIT • SANDALS
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Alifu

TannaMaewo

Kao

valinos.you
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BEACH
The Classic

The toe-post sandal with the feel-good factor.

Our VALINOS BEACH collection combines the best aspects of a fashionable shoe and a 
custom-made footbed. The correction points are designed in a way that allows 
fatigue-free walking without incorrect weight distribution. In the toe zone, the 

modelling is specifi cally adapted to the shape of your toes. 

This guarantees that your VALINOS will fi t perfectly and you won’t have to scrunch up 
your toes to keep them on. Using the measurement data from your feet, your VALINOS are 
individually modelled and constructed. Furthermore, foot corrections are carried out on an 

individual basis as required. The special insole design fi xes the heel in place, 
thus preventing the typical “fl ip-fl op” pronation in this area.

valinos.you
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Optimal fi t thanks to individually 
adjusted straps

Stable gait thanks to the 
non-slip outsole

Handmade created 
by experts

A wide range of confi gurations 
for a unique design that refl ects your personal style.

BEACH
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Tailor-made footbed
with orthopaedic correction for the highest 
comfort and the best eff ect

Special confi gurations
for a design that’s as unique as you are

Use of high-quality materials
 in various colours and degrees of hardness

Handmade 
in Germany

Laurie
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EXQUISITE

The toe-post sandal that started it all – a classic.

BEACHClassic
BASIC

Fushi Abaco

Amrum
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Arahaa

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

Alderney

Antigua

valinos.you
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BEACHClassic

Alegranza

Aldea

Dhonfanu
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EXQUISITE

BEACHClassic

AgpatFunaddu

Alifu

valinos.you
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

BEACHClassic

FuggiriAndros

Dhiggiri
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

Anafi 

Amouliani

Ehthigili Baros

Bodufushi

Aponisos

valinos.you
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BEACHClassic

Erruh-huraaEkelondaa

Elaa
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EXQUISITE

Fares Finey

Fainu

valinos.you
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EXQUISITE

BEACHClassic

AnacapaAnholt

Finolhu
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Arah

Faadhoo

valinos.you
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EXQUISITE

Huraa
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BEACHSlim
BASIC

Our BEACH SLIM model features narrower straps 
for a more elegant look.

Lesbos

Hinnavaru Himithi

Laeso

EXQUISITE EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

BEACHSlim

Hanifaru Gulhi

GosiLulu
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EXQUISITE

BEACHSlim

Ifuru

Huivani

Langeland

EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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Kaohera

EXQUISITE
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BEACHCross
BASIC

OUR VALINOS FOR CORRECTING HALLUX VALGUS DEFORMITIES

The special VALINOS footbed supports the correction provided by the toe and ball straps and relieves pressure on the foot in a 
unique manner. VALINOS CROSS models thus ensure active correction of hallux valgus deformities with every step. Furthermore, 
the unique design of the footbed and the individual adjustment provided by the toe corrector are an effective remedy. There are 
unique benefits that come with custom-made footwear.

1. The diagnosis
Hallux valgus 
deformity

3.  How the
ball strap works

The outer ball strap exerts a gentle, 
predefi ned pressure on the bunions. 
This pressure stabilises both the 
metatarso-phalangeal joint and the 
deformity correction provided by the 
other strap. 

2.  How the big-toe 
strap works

The big-toe strap has a precise, predefi ned 
corrective infl uence on the big toes. This 
provides therapeutic correction and 
allows the best-possible position with 
maximum straightening of the big toes to 
be achieved.

4. The result
Thanks to the adjustment provided by 
both straps, a gentle pressure is exerted 
on the foot, which can signifi cantly relieve 
the discomfort caused by hallux valgus. 
The straps also have a cosmetic eff ect 
as they conceal the bunion on the meta-
tarso-phalangeal joint of the big toe.

valinos.you
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Kashidhoo

Kinolhas

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE
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BEACHCross

Cook

Kendhoo Citlim

Carache

valinos.you
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BEACHCross

Issari Kaaddoo

KagiKafena

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITEEXQUISITE
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EXQUISITE

Karinma

Kakolhas Kani

Kelaa

Keekimini

EXQUISITEEXQUISITE

valinos.you
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FIT
Our tried-and-tested footbed for top form

This VALINOS model is based on the tried-and-tested footbed of our VALINOS BEACH models. 

As there is just a single strap over the forefoot, the VALINOS FIT models are 
excellent for use as training and therapy devices and for activating your foot muscles 

as they work to keep the shoe on the foot.

valinos.you
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Training eff ect thanks to a 
single strap over the forefoot

Including a midsole
for more comfort and shock absorption

Handmade
created by experts

A wide range of confi gurations 
for a unique design that refl ects your personal style.

FIT
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Tailor-made footbed
with orthopaedic correction for the highest 
comfort and the best eff ect

Use of high-quality 
materials in various colours and degrees of hardness

Coloured outsole
for a unique design

Handmade 
in Germany

Maikoor
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EXQUISITE

Komandoo
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EXQUISITE

FITClassic
BASIC

With active training eff ect thanks to the single
guiding strap over the forefoot.

Konottaa

valinos.you
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Malo

Manitoulin Kudarah

Merigi

FITClassic

EXQUISITE
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FITClassic

Kooddoo

Masse

EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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FITClassic

Masokut

EXQUISITE

Kokurahaa
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Matak

Masirah

Mayotte

EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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Mojo
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FITOne
BASIC

Compared to our CLASSIC models, the FIT ONE models feature a tapering 
strap with a buckle to adjust the width.

Mulah

Mare Makimo

Matagorda

valinos.you
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MelaimaaMalta

Malakula

FITOne
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Moratau

Mona

FITOne

valinos.you
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Malaita

Mustique

FITOne

Neyo
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Muiri

Mota Makogai

Naifaru

valinos.you
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SANDALS
Support and Comfort

The SANDALS model is also based on the special, tried-and-tested footbed construction of 
our VALINOS BEACH models. 

Starting with this footbed shape, we take great care and attention to ensure the special requirements for 
our VALINOS SANDALS such as great support and stability are met. 

This creates the highest degree of comfort. 

SANDALS models are available with straps with two or three buckles. For those with specifi c 
foot problems there is a strap with two buckles and a heel strap. This provides greater 

stability and more support. 

VALINOS SANDALS are ideal for wearing as slippers and can be worn 
all year round.

valinos.you
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Perfect strap adjustment
thanks to the pin buckle

Including a midsole
for more comfort and shock absorption

Handmade created 
by experts

A wide range of confi gurations 
for a unique design that refl ects your personal style.

SANDALS
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Tailor-made footbed
with orthopaedic correction for the highest 
comfort and the best eff ect

Special confi gurations
for a design that’s as unique as you are

Use of high-quality materials
in various colours and degrees of hardness

Handmade 
in Germany

Syros
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Spetses
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SANDALSTwo
BASIC

The classic shoe for home and leisure with our special cushioning that is adapted to 
your needs. Every model is unique – just like your feet!

Statia

Lhohi Puerto Rico

San Jose

EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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SANDALSTwo

Sula

Saibai
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Sumatra

Samos Sokotra

Tonga

SANDALSTwo

valinos.you
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Santa CruzSandoy

Laihaa Kuramathi

SANDALSTwo

EXQUISITE
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EXQUISITE

Sal

Skye Loafaru

Salt Cay

valinos.you
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Tinos
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SANDALSThree
BASIC

Where the SANDALSTwo model has two straps, the SANDALSThree model has three!
These narrower straps give the foot a more refi ned and elegant look, which is particularly 

popular among women.

Tutuila

Maagalaa Taku

Texada

EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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SANDALSThree

Temoe

Thurston

Tobago

Talibu
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Maagau Maahera

SANDALSThree

Tasmanien Lonuboi

EXQUISITE

valinos.you
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TuanakeTristao

Trachilos

SANDALSThree
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Tabar

Tiku

Maadhoo

valinos.you
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Othoni
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SANDALSTwoOne
BASIC

Thanks to the additional heel strap, this shoe remains fi rmly on your foot. 
It is therefore suitable for challenging walks or routes 

that traverse rough ground.

Mahidhoo

Rhodos

valinos.you
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Madulu

Ono

Samar
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SANDALSTwoOne

Oleron

valinos.you
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SANDALSTwoOne

Madoogali
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SANDALSTwoOne

Orkney

valinos.you
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Maalhos
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SANDALSSwift
BASIC

The SANDALSSwift model cannot be beaten in terms of comfort. You can adjust the width of 
your strap at any time and as needed. No matter if you’re wearing them barefoot 

or with thick woollen socks, the straps can be swiftly adjusted.

Kelang

valinos.you
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SANDALSSwift

Kapa

Maakoa
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Maamutaa

SANDALSSwift

valinos.you
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SANDALSOriental
BASIC

We took your feedback on board and are pleased to present our new 
strap design – it’s a far cry from the classic sandal look and is bound to turn heads.

Maaveshi
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SANDALSOriental

Paxos

ProtiPelouzo

valinos.you
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Madaveli

SANDALSStretch
BASIC

Discover our SANDALSStretch model. The forefoot strap
is made of a fl exible material that adjusts itself perfectly to the shape of your foot.

MadivaruGrogus
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Geser

SANDALSStretch

valinos.you
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TRAIL
The perfect companion

The latest addition to the VALINOS family will be with you through thick and thin. 
These sandals guarantee safe, comfortable walking in both urban and countryside settings. TRAIL 

gives you signifi cantly more opportunities to wear your VALINOS! 

From trekking tours to city trips or when you’re simply out and about during your everyday life, at work 
or in your free time – with VALINOS you can always put your best foot forward.

 Of course, TRAIL provides the indescribable comfort that VALINOS are known for with stimulating, 
pressure-relieving and correcting elements being incorporated on an individual basis according to 

your unique requirements. That’s what makes TRAIL such an all-round, perfect companion.

valinos.you
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Easy to adjust to changes in foot size 
thanks to hook-and-loop fasteners on the straps

Handmade
created by experts

A real all-rounder that is there for you during both work and play.

TRAIL
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Tailor-made footbed
with orthopaedic correction for the highest 
comfort and the best eff ect

Optimal fi t
thanks to stabilising ankle 
and heel straps

Stable gait even on 
rugged terrain thanks to non-slip 
outsole

Use of high-quality, 
water-proof and washable materials 
in various colours and degrees of hardness

Handmade 
in Germany

Manafaru
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Orimaru
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TRAIL

Suitable for both everyday life and cross-country adventures – available for men and women 
in various colourways to suit your own personal style.

Nilandhoo

Manafaru Noomaraa

Omadhoo

valinos.you
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CLOGS
For looking hot on cool days

With our CLOGS, we have developed a custom-made shoe that is ideal for wearing 
at home and in the garden.

CLOGS is the only VALINOS model with a closed upper, which provides a 
comfortable environment for your feet and ensures a good fi t. The CLOGS model comprises 

a custom-made footbed in tried-and-tested VALINOS quality combined with a 
closed upper and a covering, that can either have a sweat-absorbing or a warming eff ect.

You can also choose a pair of CLOGS with an eye-catching, tri-coloured upper.

valinos.you
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Uppers made of extra robust
felt or leather.

Handmade created 
by experts

A wide range of confi gurations 
for a unique design that refl ects your personal style.

CLOGS
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Tailor-made footbed
with orthopaedic correction for the highest 
comfort and the best eff ect

Covering with a 
sweat-absorbing or 
warming eff ect 
depending on type

Use of high-quality 
materials in various colours and 
degrees of hardness

Handmade 
in Germany

Bedarra
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EXQUISITE

Banaba
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EXQUISITE EXQUISITE

Bikar

Maroshi Bangka

Bennetta

CLOGS
CLASSIC

Leather or felt – the choice is yours! With their closed uppers and footbed covering, 
our CLOGS create a comfortable environment for your feet at all times.

valinos.you
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Mathidhoo
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITEEXQUISITE

Bela Bungin

Batong

CLOGS
MIXED

valinos.you
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COLOURS
MATERIALS

Only one pair is as unique as you are. Design your own!

Choose 
a model

Create 
a colourway

Scan 
feet

Custom-made 
to order

Enjoy!Select 
materials

valinos.you
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A footbed covering can be added to all VALINOS models.

Ten diff erent materials are available for the coverings. These can be either warming 
or sweat-absorbing and they also make it easy to put on and take off  the shoes.

Milos

Sable

COVERINGS 
BEACH · FIT · SANDALS · CLOGS
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COVERINGS
BEACH · FIT · SANDALS · CLOGS

bezug07

red / Felt

bezug05

black / Alcantara

bezug09

black / Felt

bezug13

 apple green / Felt

bezug02

light brown / Leather

bezug08

pink / Felt

bezug11

navy blue / Felt

bezug06

orange / Felt

bezug10

brown / Felt

bezug14

navy / Alcantara

bezug20

black / peddur

bezug22 

red / peddur

bezug21 

mid-blue / peddur

bezug23 

sand / peddur
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CUSHIONING
MIDSOLE · ROUND · LINE

The material for the footbeds is available in various colours and degrees of hardness.
 Your local VALINOS retailer can give you more information about the various degrees of hardness.

 Together you can fi nd your perfect combination of design and function.
 All cushioning materials are also available as MIDSOLE (MS), LINE (LIN) 

and ROUND (RO) material.

black-white marble

BE15 / ZS19 / LIN19 / RO19

orange pedgum

BE01 / ZS01 / LIN01 / RO01

violet pedgum

BE03 / ZS02 / LIN02 / RO02

black pedgum

BE08 / ZS06 / LIN06 / RO06

light-blue marble

BE12 / ZS16 / LIN16 / RO16

beige thermo-cork soft

BE02

red pedgum

BE07 / ZS05 / LIN05 / RO05

blue pedgum

BE11 / ZS08 / LIN08 / RO08

white pedgum

BE05 / ZS03 / LIN03 / RO03

pink pedgum

BE09 / ZS07 / LIN07 / RO07

orange-yellow marble

BE13 / ZS14 / LIN14 / RO14

yellow pedgum

BE17 / ZS11 / LIN11 / RO11

beige thermo-cork hard

BE18

neon-green pedgum

BE16 / ZS10 / LIN10 / RO10

mid-brown pedgum

BE19 / ZS13 / LIN13 / RO13
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dark-blue pedgum

BE23 / ZS21 / LIN21 / RO21

grey pedgum

BE21 / ZS12 / LIN12 / RO12

dark-brown pedgum contour

BEK03

violet pedgum contour

BEK01

magenta-turquoise marble

BE24 / LIN22 / RO22 / ZS22

magenta-blackberry marble

BE25 / LIN23 / RO23 / ZS23

dark-red marble

BE26

dark-blue-grey marble

BE27

grey-white marble

BE28

black-anthracite marble

BE29

dark-brown-mid-brown marble

BE30

dark-green-green marble

BE31

black-red marble

BE22 / LIN20 / RO20 / ZS20

black pedgum contour

BEK04

red pedgum contour

BEK02

dark-brown pedgum

BE20 / ZS17 / LIN17 / RO17
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

STRAPS
BEACH · FIT · SANDALS · TRAIL

The straps for our VALINOS are all made by hand.
We use natural, durable, high-quality materials that have to meet our strict requirements.

 The extensive selection of colours and materials provides countless confi guration options. 
Let your creativity run wild!

BEACHClassic
Straps

beach01 

red / Classic

beach06

beige / Classic

beach14

brown / Leather**

beach25

brown / Siam

beach02

brown / Classic

beach03

light-beige / Classic

beach08

dark-green / Classic*

beach09

black / Classic

beach32

violet / Classic

beach04

brown / Classic

beach21

white / Alpine

beach05

light-beige / Classic

beach12

black / Micrella**

beach22

white / Alpine

beach33

turquoise / Classic

beach55

silver / Classic

beach52

gold shine / Synthetic

beach53

violet shine / Synthetic

beach54

gold / Classic

beach10

dark-blue / Classic*
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EXQUISITEEXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE EXQUISITEEXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

beach60

rainbow / Synthetic**

beach56

white / Classic

beach57

orange / Classic

beach61

rainbow / Synthetic**

beach62

rainbow / Synthetic**

beach58

orange / Classic

beach68

brown / Faux snakeskin**

beach69

white / Faux snakeskin**

beach70

white-gold / Classic**

beach71

grey / Sporty**

beach72

dark-grey / Sporty**

beach63

denim / Synthetic**

beach64

black / Classic

beach65

black / Classic

beach66

bronze / Classic**

beach67

black / Faux snakeskin**

beach59

brown / Classic

*Clearance, **Exquisite (additional fee), ***Special material structure, may stain
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

BEACHSlim
Straps

slim06

gold / Classic

slim11

orange / Classic

slim12

bronze / Classic**

slim17

rainbow / Synthetic**

slim16

white-gold / Classic**

slim15

white / Faux snakeskin**

slim14

brown / Faux snakeskin**
slim13

black / Faux snakeskin**

slim07

silver / Classic

slim03

turquoise / Classic

slim08

white / Classic

slim04

gold shine / Synthetic

slim09

black / Classic

slim05

violet shine / Synthetic

slim10

orange / Classic

slim18

rainbow / Synthetic**
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EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE EXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITE

EXQUISITE EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

cross17

bronze / black**

cross18

white-gold / black**

cross14

brown / Faux snakeskin**

cross11

white / Classic

cross12

bronze / Classic**

cross19

bronze / brown**

cross20

bronze / white-gold**

cross15

white / Faux snakeskin**

cross16

white-gold / Classic**

*Clearance, **Exquisite (additional fee), ***Special material structure, may stain

BEACHCross
Straps

cross07

black-orange

cross08

turquoise / Classic

cross04

black / Classic

cross05

orange / Classic

cross06

white / Alpine

cross13

black / Faux snakeskin**

cross09

gold / Classic

cross10

silver / Classic
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fi t19

white / Patent leather***

fi t20

black / Patent leather***

fi t21

fuchsia / Nubuck***

FITClassic
Straps

fi tC10

white-gold / Classic**

fi tC07

black / Faux snakeskin**

fi tC08

brown / Faux snakeskin**

fi tC09

white / Faux snakeskin**

fi tC01

brown / Leather**

fi tC02

black / Classic

fi tC04

gold / Classic

fi tC05

silver / Classic

fi tC06

bronze / Classic**

FITOne
Straps

EXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITE

EXQUISITE EXQUISITE
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SANDALSTwo
Straps

sand01

white / Smooth leather***

sand21

stone / Oiled nubuck***

sand33

dark-brown / Calfskin**

sand09

tobacco / Oiled nubuck***

sand22

cognac / Oiled nubuck***

sand11

black / Smooth leather***

sand24

navy / Nubuck***

sand15

apple green / Nubuck***

sand28

black / Calfskin**

SANDALSTwoOne
Straps

ferse01

black / Smooth leather***

ferse02

tobacco / Oiled nubuck***

ferse04

white / Smooth leather***

ferse05

stone / Oiled nubuck***

sand20

black / Oiled nubuck***

sand30

dark-blue / Calfskin**

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

*Clearance, **Exquisite (additional fee), ***Special material structure, may stain
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SANDALSThree
Straps

SANDALSSwift
Straps

sand02

white / Smooth leather***

sand14

black / Patent leather***

sand25

navy / Nubuck***

sand32

beige / Calfskin**

swift01

black / Oiled nubuck***

sand04

white / Patent leather***

sand16

apple green / Nubuck***

sand27

rosé gold-metallic / Leather***

swift02

tobacco / Oiled nubuck***

sand06

red / Nubuck***

sand17

fuchsia / Nubuck***

sand10

tobacco / Oiled nubuck***

sand18

reptile beige / Synthetic***

sand29

black / Calfskin**

sand12

black / Smooth leather***

sand23

stone / Oiled nubuck***

sand31

dark-blue / Calfskin**

swift05

navy / Nubuck***

EXQUISITEEXQUISITEEXQUISITE
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SANDALSOriental
Straps

SANDALSStretch
Straps

orient01

black / Oiled nubuck***

stretch01

copper/ Leather**

Please note:

As a result of constant mechanical stress, 

the fl exible strap over the forefoot 

may stretch.

This does not constitute grounds for complaint.

orient02

tobacco / Oiled nubuck***

stretch02

cream / Leather**

orient03

cream / Leather**

stretch04

rosé gold-metallic / Leather***

*Clearance, **Exquisite (additional fee), ***Special material structure, may stain

TRAIL
Straps

trail01

black / Fabric
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CLOGSMixed
Uppers

CLOGSClassic
Uppers

clogs04

black / Felt***

clogs10

gecko beige / Leather print**/***

clogs14

apple green-orange-red 

Felt**/***

clogs05

grey / Felt***

clogs11

black / Oiled nubuck**/***

clogs15

black-grey-green 

Felt**/***

clogs09

apple green / Felt***

clogs12

stone / Oiled nubuck**/***

clogs16

grey-apple green-orange 

Felt**/***

clogs13

orange / Felt***

*Clearance, **Exquisite (additional fee), ***Special material structure, may stain

EXQUISITEEXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

EXQUISITE

clogs17

black / Smooth leather**
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OUTSOLES

LS05

Outsole blue

LS01 / LS03 

Outsole black

LS09 clogs

Outsole black

LS10 clogs

Outsole white

LS06

Outsole red

LS02 / LS04

Outsole white
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INSOLES
VALINOS

VALINOS insoles give you the tried-and-tested function and comfort of our VALINOS footwear. 
To ensure that VALINOS insoles fulfi l this 100%, we have adapted them to diff erent purposes with 

regard to shape and material.
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Material: pedmedium yellow 
Covering: peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 
 high-quality)

A comfortable basic insole for everyday use for 
people with non-problem feet.  
 
Material:  pedsoft 2 blue + Base pedhard 
Covering:  peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 
 high-quality)

A comfortable, functional, orthopaedic insole with max-
imum correcting effect, which is very pleasant to wear 
thanks to its special characteristics. 

Material:  pedsoft 2 black 
Covering:  peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 
 high-quality)

VALINOS 
SPORT
Suitable for closed sport shoes.

VALINOS 
ALLDAY
Suitable for comfort footwear.

VALINOS 
WORKER
Suitable for orthopaedic and comfort 
footwear as well as wide-fitting work 
shoes.
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Extremely fine insoles with no heel cup or pad.  
Anatomic transverse arch support.
Longitudinal arch modelling with counter-bearing 
medial flange. This is a functional, corrective and 
pressure relieving insole.

Material:  Thermo-cork + duralux 
Covering:  peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 
 high-quality)

VALINOS 
ELEGANZA
Specially developed for wearing 
in high heels and very fine,  
narrow shoes. 

Severe supination of the forefoot is 
counterbalanced by the forefoot pronation. 
The toe correction, D II-V, strengthens the corrective  
effect of the insole and provides a high level of comfort.

Material:  pedsoft 2 blue + Base pedhard
Covering:   peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 

high-quality)

VALINOS 
BUSINESS
Suitable for elegant business shoes.
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Stimulating children’s insoles with a proprioceptive 
impulse that specifically trains the lower leg mus-
cles. These insoles are used as a prophylactic  
treatment for minor skew foot problems. 

Material:  pedmedium white 
Covering:  peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 
 high-quality)

A cushioning insole that is sculpted according to the 
shape of the foot with a very comfortable heel and ball 
zone. This is insole is only used in therapeutic and  
custom-made shoes.

Material:  pedcom 3 white
Covering:  peddur (robust, abrasion resistant, 
 high-quality)

VALINOS 
CHILD
Suitable for firm children’s shoes.

VALINOS 
DIABETES
A wide-cut insole for therapeutic and 
custom-made shoes.
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The effect of the reflex insoles is increased  
thanks to gentle toe stimulation. The more  
pronounced arch support makes the shoes  
very comfortable to wear. Suitable for comfort  
footwear.

Material:  pedporon white 
Covering:  pedsilver (silver-coated  
 textile for an anti-septic 
 foot environment, odour reduction and 
 great comfort)

VALINOS 
PEDREFLEX
Suitable for comfort footwear.

Highly stimulating insole made from a special  
material blend, which achieves a more intensive 
effect. 

COVERINGS
INSOLES

bezug20

black / peddur

bezug24 

pedsilver**

bezug22 

red / peddur

bezug21 

mid-blue / peddur

bezug23 

sand / peddur
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BEACHClassic

Amrum Page 24
BE15-beach22-LS02

Agpat Page 27
BE16-beach10-LS01-RO08

Andros Page 28
BE16-beach61-LS02-ZS01

Abaco Page 24
BE12-beach21-LS01

Arah Page 33
BEK01-beach32-LS01

Baros Page 29
BE02-beach68-LS01-ZS13

Dhoores Page 14
BE23-beach05-LS02

Dhonfanu Page 26
BE19-beach25-LS01-RO17

Dhiggaru Page 17
BE18-beach01-MFR01

Ekelondaa Page 30
BE15-beach65-LS01-ZS10

Arahaa Page 25
BE17-beach66-LS02

Bodufushi Page 29
BE19-beach70-LS02

Ehthigili Page 29
BE29-beach67-LS01

Dhiggiri Page 28
BE21-beach69-LS02

Elaa Page 30
BE22-beach64-LS06

Alifu Page 27
BE08-beach02-LS0-ZS01-LIN14

Anholt Page 32
BE08-beach02-LS01-ZS14

Aponisos Page 29
BE23-beach60-LS05-ZS12

Aldea Page 26
BE03-beach22-LS02-LIN03

Alderney Page 25
BE08-beach46-LS01

Anacapa Page 32
BE05-beach53-LS02-RO02

Alegranza Page 26
BE01-beach04-LS02-LIN03

Antigua Page 25
BE20-beach14-LS01

Anafi  Page 29
BE21-beach62-LS01-ZS22

Amouliani Page 29
BE24-beach53-LS01-ZS12
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BEACHSlim

Gulhi Page 36
BE08-slim13-LS01-RO12

Faadhoo Page 33
BEC04-beach06-LS01

Fuggiri Page 28
BE26-beach59-LS01

Gosi Page 36
BE08-slim14-LS01-ZS13

Gan Page 15
BE13-slim08-LS02

Erruh-huraa Page 30
BE31-beach08-LS01-ZS10

Finolhu Page 32
BE22-beach12-LS01

Himithi Page 35
BE05-slim15-LS01-ZS13

Fares Page 31
BE21-beach63-LS05

Fushi Page 24
BE08-beach71-LS01-RO12

Hanifaru Page 36
BE03-slim06-LS02

Fainu Page 31
BE28-beach55-LS02

Funaddu Page 27
BE29-beach72-LS01

Hinnavaru Page 35
BE23-slim16-LS02

Finey Page 31
BE29-beach09-LS01-ZS12

Lesbos Page 35
BE03-slim07-LS02

Laeso Page 35
BE21-slim03-LS01

Langeland Page 37
BE08-slim03-LS02-RO16

Lulu Page 36
BE05-slim03-LS02-ZS08
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BEACHSlim

BEACHCross

Cook Page 41
BE05-cross04-LS02-ZS06

Carache Page 41
BE21-cross06-LS01-ZS03

Citlim Page 41
BE24-cross08-LS01-ZS07

Huraa Page 34
BE24-slim17-LS02

Huivani Page 37
BE30-slim12-LS01

Laurie Page 22
BE23-slim07-LS02-ZS03-LIN03

Ifuru Page 37
BE21-slim18-LS05

Issari Page 42
BE25-cross09-LS02

Kani Page 43
BE08-cross17-LS01

Kelaa Page 43
BE05-cross10-LS02-ZS12

Kagi Page 42
BE08-cross13-LS01-ZS12

Kashidhoo Page 40
BE30-cross20-LS01

Kafena Page 42
BE13-cross12-LS01

Karinma Page 43
BE19-cross18-LS01

Kaaddoo Page 42
BE08-cross16-LS01-ZS13

Kaohera Page 38
BE20-cross19-LS01-ZS13

Kendhoo Page 41
BE27-cross11-LS02

Kakolhas Page 43
BE17-cross15-LS02

Keekimini Page 43
BE15-cross07-LS01-ZS01
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FITClassic

Kooddoo Page 51
BE24-fi tC10-LS05

Komandoo Page 48
BE19-fi tC09-LS02-ZS17

Kokurahaa Page 48
BEK03-fi tC08-LS01

Kinolhas Page 40
BE30-cross14-LS01-ZS13

Kudafares Page 15
BE29-fi tC05-LS01

Kudarah Page 50
BE25-fi tC07-LS01

Maja Page 16
BE03-fi tC02-MFR02-LIN03

Konottaa Page 52
BE30-fi tC06-LS01

Manitoulin Page 50
BE11-fi tC05-LS02-LIN06

Masokut Page 52
BE19-fi tC04-LS02-ZS17

Malo Page 50
BE12-fi tC02-LS01-LIN06

Masse Page 51
BE15-fi tC02-LS01-RO05

Merigi Page 50
BE08-fi tC02-LS01-LIN03

Masirah Page 53
BE15-fi tC02-LS01-ZS03

Matak Page 53
BE05-fi tC02-LS02-ZS10

Mayotte Page 53
BE08-fi tC01-LS01-ZS08
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FITClassic

FITOne

Mustique Page 58
BE21-fi t20-LS01-ZS10

Mona Page 57
BE08-fi t21-LS01-RO02

Malaita Page 58
BE22-fi t20-LS01-ZS05

Matagorda Page 55
BE16-fi t19-LS01

Moratau Page 57
BE08-fi t20-LS01-RO16

Makimo Page 55
BE18-fi t20-LS01

Malakula Page 56
BE08-fi t20-LS06-LIN05

Maikoor Page 46
BE12-fi tc02-LS05-ZS06

Mare Page 55
BE08-fi t19-LS01

Malta Page 56
BE03-fi t19-LS02-LIN03

Mojo Page 54
BE16-fi t20-LS01

Naifaru Page 59
BE23-fi t19-LS02

Muiri Page 59
BE28-fi t19-LS02

Melaimaa Page 56
BE24-fi t21-LS02

Neyo Page 58
BE29-fi t20-LS01

Mulah Page 55
BE21-fi t21-LS02
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Mota Page 59
BE05-fi t21-LS02-ZS02

Makogai Page 59
BE15-fi t19-LS01-ZS03

Loafaru Page 69
BE28-sand28-LS03

Maewo Page 19
BE03-fi t21-LS02-ZS02-RO03

Laihaa Page 68
BE28-sand30-LS04

Kuramathi Page 68
BE29-sand20-LS03

Mitiaro Page 17
BE08-fi t19-MFR01

Lhohi Page 65
BE30-sand33-LS03

SANDALSTwo

Spetses Page 64
BE07-sand21-LS03

Puerto Rico Page 65
BE18-sand15-LS03

Statia Page 65
BE01-sand11-LS03

San Jose Page 65
BE08-sand11-LS03

Saibai Page 66
BE19-sand11-LS03-LIN10

Sula Page 66
BE07-sand11-LS03-LIN06

Samos Page 67
BE05-sand24-LS04-RO02

Sokotra Page 67
BE21-sand01-LS04-RO01

Sumatra Page 67
BE15-sand11-LS03-RO11

Tonga Page 67
BE13-sand09-LS03-RO06

Sandoy Page 68
BE08-sand09-LS03-ZS13
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SANDALSTwo

SANDALSThree

Tinos Page 70
BE25-sand23-LS03

Thurston Page 72
BE21-sand17-LS03-LIN02

Temoe Page 72
BE21-sand02-LS04-LIN03

Salt Cay Page 69
BE21-sand11-LS04-ZS19

Syros Page 62
BE15-sand01-LS04-ZS19

Taku Page 71
BE16-sand14-LS03

Talibu Page 72
BE07-sand12-LS03-RO06

Tutuila Page 71
BE23-sand16-LS04

Tasmanien Page 73
BE21-sand04-LS04-RO10

Santa Cruz Page 68
BE17-sand01-LS04-ZS14

Texada Page 71
BE22-sand06-LS03

Tobago Page 72
BE15-sand12-LS03-RO01

Skye Page 69
BE19-sand11-LS03-ZS10

Sal Page 69
BE01-sand22-LS04

Maagalaa Page 71
BE27-sand32-LS03

Maadhoo Page 75
BE31-sand10-LS03

Lonuboi Page 73
BE27-sand31-LS03

Maahera Page 73
BEK03-sand10-LS03

Maagau Page 73
BE23-sand27-LS04

Maafunafaru Page 15
BE26-sand29-LS03
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Tiku Page 75
BE11-sand02-LS04-ZS10

Trachilos Page 74
BE05-sand25-LS03-ZS05

Tristao Page 74
BE08-sand14-LS03-ZS10

Tuanake Page 74
BE06-sand18-LS03-ZS17

Tabar Page 75
BE08-sand12-LS03-ZS08

Madulu Page 78
BE17-Ferse05-LS03

Mahidhoo Page 77
BE27-Ferse05-LS03-ZS12

Madoogali Page 80
BE26-Ferse04-LS04

Oeno Page 17
BE20-Ferse02-MFR01-RO01

SANDALSTwoOne

Othoni Page 76
BE02-Ferse05-LS03

Ono Page 78
BE13-Ferse02-LS03

Rhodos Page 77
BE20-Ferse02-LS03

Orkney Page 81
BE01-Ferse01-LS03-ZS14

Samar Page 78
BE15-Ferse01-LS03

Oleron Page 79
BE08-Ferse04-LS03-LIN03
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SANDALSSwift

SANDALSOriental

Paxos Page 87
BE15-orient01-LS03-ZS12

Kelang Page 83
BE15-swift01-LS04

Pelouzo Page 87
BE08-orient03-LS03-ZS07

Kapa Page 84
BE20-swift02-LS03-RO14

Proti Page 87
BE25-orient03-LS04-ZS07

Maalhos Page 82
BE30-swift02-LS03

Maakoa Page 84
BE28-swift05-LS04

Kao Page 19
BE08-swift01-LS03-ZS11-LIN11

Maaveshi Page 86
BEK02-Orient02-LS03

Maamutaa Page 85
BE27-swift05-LS03-ZS08
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SANDALSStretch

TRAIL

Grogus Page 88
BE08-stretch01-LS03

Geser Page 89
BE20-stretch04-LS03-ZS07

Omadhoo Page 95
BE28-trail01-LS03-ZS03

Madaveli Page 88
BE23-stretch02-LS04

Manafaru Page 92
BE15-trail01-LS03-ZS03

Noomaraa Page 95
BE26-trail01-LS03

Orimaru Page 94
BE13-trail01-LS04- ZS03

Madivaru Page 88
BE09-stretch04-LS04

Nilandhoo Page 95
BE18-trail01-LS03
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CLOGSClassic

CLOGSMixed

Bungin Page 103
BE15-clogs16-LS07-bezug13

Benetta Page 102
BE17-clogs05-LS08-bezug09

Banaba Page 100
BE12-clogs11-LS07-bezug13

Batong Page 103
BE16-clogs15-LS07-bezug09

Bangka Page 101
BE13-clogs12-LS07-bezug06

Bela Page 103
BE13-clogs14-LS07-bezug07

Bikar Page 101
BE15-clogs09-LS08-bezug09

Bedarra Page 99
BE09-clogs10-LS09-bezug05

Maroshi Page 101
BE28-clogs17-LS09-bezug05

Mathidhoo Page 102
BE11-clogs13-LS09-bezug11
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